1. CHEMICAL PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

McNeil Consumer Healthcare
7050 Camp Hill Rd.
Fort Washington, PA 19034

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER

McNeil Consumer Healthcare (215) 273-7000

PRODUCT NAME: Benadryl Allergy Ultratab Tablet

CHEMICAL NAME: Diphenhydramine HCl

CHEMICAL FAMILY: Antihistamine

CHEMICAL FORMULA: C17H21NO.ClH

2. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENT: DIPHENHYDRAMINE HCl
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 1 TO 20
OEL-TWA = 0.15 mg/m3
C.A.S. # 147-24-0

INGREDIENT: CROSPovidone
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 1 TO 10
C.A.S. # 9003-39-8

INGREDIENT: DIBASIC CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 20 TO 50
C.A.S. # 7757-93-9

INGREDIENT: MICROCRYSTALLINE CELLULOSE
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 30 TO 60

INGREDIENT: Opadry
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 1 TO 10

INGREDIENT: PREGELATINIZED STARCH
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 1 TO 20
C.A.S. # 9005-25-8

INGREDIENT: STEARIC ACID
PERCENT BY WEIGHT: 1 TO 10
C.A.S. # 57-11-4
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

BENADRYL ALLERGY ULTRATAB TABLET

3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

EMERGENCY OVERVIEW

* If a rare sensitivity reaction occurs, drug usage should be stopped. *

POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS

---

EYES
----

No effects expected.

SKIN
----

No effects expected.

INGESTION
-------

No effects expected under normal handling conditions; i.e., dispensing and administering tablets.

INHALATION
--------

No effects expected from normal handling of tablets outside of package.

MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE

In case of accidental overdose, contact a Physician or Poison Control Center.

4. FIRST AID MEASURES

---

EYES

In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice; S26.

SKIN

After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water and get medical attention if irritation develops or persists; S28.

INGESTION

If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container or label; S46.

INHALATION

Obtain medical attention.
5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
-----------------------------
None

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
---------------------
Use any media which is suitable for the surrounding fire.

FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS
-----------------------------
No special procedure necessary.

6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

Collect and discard into appropriate container, then dispose of in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations.

7. HANDLING AND STORAGE

HANDLING AND STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
-----------------------------------
No special storage or handling necessary. This product should be handled and stored per label instructions to ensure product integrity.

8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSOONAL PROTECTION

ENGINEERING CONTROLS
---------------------
None required.

EYE/FACE PROTECTION
--------------------
None required.

SKIN PROTECTION
----------------
None required.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
-----------------------
None required.

OTHER/GENERAL PROTECTION
--------------------------
None needed.
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

APPEARANCE

Pink, film coated tablet with "B" on one side and "WL 25" on the opposite side

10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

STABILITY: Stable

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur

11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

EYE EFFECTS

Unknown

SKIN EFFECTS

Unknown

12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

ECOTOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Unknown

13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

Ensure compliance with local, state, and federal regulations.

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION

PROPER SHIPPING NAME: Not regulated

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

NO DATA GIVEN
16. OTHER INFORMATION

REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION

Refer to label or package insert.

DISCLAIMER OF EXPRESSED AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES

Although reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this document, we extend no warranties and make no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained therein, and assumes no responsibility regarding the suitability of this information for the user's intended purposes or for the consequences of its use. Each individual should make a determination as to the suitability of the information for their particular purpose(s).

McNeil Consumer Healthcare